
It’s time to look ahead for your business’s marketing efforts. After years of rapid growth, 2016 
was the year digital marketing spending finally passed TV and more traditional marketing 
approaches. The benefits are well-known; not only is it where more and more audiences are 
consuming content and spending time, but it’s an entirely trackable, metrics-driven way to 
ensure that ad spend is efficient and performing correctly.

In fact, thinking about how users will engage with your content across the variety of platforms 
will be key to successful brand marketing in 2018. Planning your digital strategy, and how your 
online and offline systems work together will help you be more efficient and generate results in 
your marketing efforts.

With the start of the new year, it’s time to look at the 7 hottest trends shaping digital marketing 
right now, and how you can leverage these to make your business successful online.

1. Focus on Niche Audiences

Marketing is more personal than it’s ever been. The rise of Facebook’s business ad platform has 
shown us as marketers that when we create focused audiences around an interest or 
commonality, we can generate big results for our brands.

The move towards personalization and niche markets isn’t an accident. Social media and search 
are becoming more crowded as new advertisers move into those spaces. Generic messaging and 
ads aren’t going to carry the same level of effectiveness anymore. Instead, addressing precise 
needs and adding value to a narrow audience is often the best way to get attention and drive 
results.

2. More Shareable Content

Content marketing is over a decade old, but that doesn’t mean that it’s lacking in innovation. 
With the rise of Clickbait (misleading or implied shocking headlines) a few years ago, marketers 
realized that traffic was easy to generate through attention-grabbing teasing headlines. Social 
media is built to share content and to reward those who create content that people want to see.

While Clickbait has since become less of a factor since Facebook started punishing publishers 
using “clickbait-style” headlines, the general principle still holds true: creating dense headlines of 
valuable content that people will want to share will bring more clicks and traffic.

3. Live Video

2016 saw the rapid rise of several live-video streaming platforms, including YouTube, Periscope, 
and the niche-focused Twitch.tv. Facebook Live has been the dominant live-video format, 
leveraging the targeted capabilities and business page functionalities of the core Facebook 
platform. Live video has proven to be a whole new way for content creators to build an audience.

Live video shows range from simple informal Q&As to presentations and sales pitches. It’s a 
whole new way to get in front of and stay connected with your customers on their device 
of choice.
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4. Lead Magnets

Alongside content marketing has been the rise of the Lead Magnet, where brands and 
businesses offer a promotional bonus to a prospective customer in exchange for an action. This 
is most typically joining a mailing list or to access bonus content, and due to the value provided 
by the lead magnet, can be a very effective technique to capture prospect information.

The added value of lead magnets is that a cold audience rapidly becomes a warm audience as 
they have asked for information, and the material helps that audience start to solve a problem, 
while providing expertise at the same time. Once a prospect has opted in to receive content, 
they are warmed through automated messaging and value-adds, creating higher levels of 
engagement and interest before a business asks for that prospect to take action or purchase.

5. Continued Shift to Mobile

For several years, mobile website traffic has outpaced desktop traffic, and the trend looks set to 
continue. Always go into your website strategy with a plan for mobile-friendly layout and 
content, making your site and site content easy to click through and consume. Fast loading is a 
must, too; nothing is more frustrating for a mobile user than a page that won’t load on their data 
service.

There is an old journalism technique known as the “inverted pyramid.” Make sure your content 
does this! Put the biggest, most important idea at the top, followed by supporting details. Let the 
less important information pull less focus – it’s only meant for a small subset of your audience 
anyway. The inverted pyramid mindset will help your content flow correctly for visitors who are 
there finding what’s most important to them, and will take the time to dig in if they see 
something that has promise to fulfill this need.

6. Conversion Optimization

Overlapping with usability techniques, conversion optimization is about testing different forms 
of marketing content against each other to see which increases clickthroughs and ultimately lead 
generation or sales. If you’ve ever taken part in an A/B test, this is one of the core techniques for 
successful conversion optimization.

There’s no single answer to what makes a website, ad, or landing page convert, however there 
are best practices and visual cues that give some methods a psychological advantage over 
others. Testing is important to ensure ongoing movement toward higher conversion rates.

7. Measuring Everything

Part of what makes digital marketing so valuable is the ease with which one can measure return 
on investment (ROI). With conversion tracking, it’s easier than ever to see trends in the 
performance of a page or ad and make adjustments as needed. It’s also possible to understand 
more about your audience and even your traffic; you can quickly see what interests your website 
audience shares and where they were before visiting your site.

Measurement is critical for ad spend in particular. It’s vital to a digital marketer’s ability to 
understand what their cost per click and cost per conversion is, and track that all the way to a 
close rate. Now more than ever before, it’s possible to follow a prospect from early consumption 
of your content to closed business, understanding more about the time and cost it takes your 
business to acquire new customers.
 

2018 IN DIGITAL MARKETING
 

More than ever before, digital experience is a necessary part of a business’s marketing mix. With 
the rapid growth of digital marketing spending, expect it to become a more competitive 
environment where standing out means narrowly targeting the audience you best appeal to, and 
providing a good deal of upfront value to start the relationship. Take advantage of new 
opportunities, such as experiences optimized for mobile devices and live video, to stand out 
from others in your industry. And don’t forget – we improve what we measure, so make sure 
that you find ways to track traffic and performance of your marketing efforts. Consider these 
opportunities when planning your 2018 marketing strategy and stay ahead of the curve.
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1. Know Everything About Your Audience - and Generate Content They Can Relate To

The best way to connect with an audience is to speak their language and show them that you 
“get” them. You know the problems that keep them up at night. You know their passions and 
interests, and what motivates them to do business with you. Use it to your advantage! Write 
content that relates to their frustrations, and to the personal wins that are meaningful to them 
without talking about your product or service. Show them that you care about connecting with 
them, and they will draw their own line to becoming a customer. Creating content in this way 
builds your authority and plants the seeds for a deeper relationship and greater trust between 
your brand and your customer beyond a simple buyer/seller relationship.

If you’re not sure - Ask! Be sure to stay in touch with your customers, in particular your favorite 
customers, and ask them what would be helpful to know. Ask them what they love about 
working with you, and what they see in your industry. In fact, having regular conversations with 
customers is a great way to generate new blog content, as often they will have perspectives you 
haven’t considered.

2. Buy Your Traffic - Especially When Starting Out

One of the biggest obstacles I see with my clients is that they recognize a need for a website, and 
a need for a brand and marketing strategy, but don’t often think beyond organic search 
optimization to drive traffic to their website and create engagement. Buying search and social 
traffic, and pointing that traffic to specialized offers is one of the best techniques available to 
generate great returns in digital marketing.

Is your audience looking for immediate action? Do they need help now? Then consider Google 
AdWords as part of your advertising mix. Google AdWords is perfect for immediate need and 
quick decision offers, as those who click a paid search ad are often looking to solve a problem or 
buy a product/service right away.

Are you a more specialized service that has a sales cycle? Do you nurture leads and generate 
sales from relationships? Facebook Ads are a great way to provide additional value-added 
content tailored to specific industry or interest factors. Then, capture the prospect’s email 
address to send them more value and build a relationship virtually over direct email marketing.

There are two factors that separate success and failure with any paid traffic plan:

1. Sending that traffic to an immediate offer or product/service detail. Poor ads will send traffic 
    to a home page or other unrelated content. Doing the latter is effectively asking a customer to 
    come in blind. From their perspective, they have been told they will find something of immedi
    ate value, however the customer instead has to go looking around for it.  This is where you 
    lose them, causing the campaign to fail. 

2.  A/B testing. This will help create constant improvement to your campaign. When you test two 
     versions of the same ad, but with different images, headlines, offers, or even length of copy, 
     you will start to see the trends in what works and what doesn’t, and can focus your energy 
     and budget on those ads that generate results.

Below are 5 techniques we use to SUPERCHARGE 
our clients’ marketing results.

If your goal for 2018 is to DOMINATE your competitors in online engagements, 
here are a few ways we ensure success in digital marketing efforts.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DIGITAL MARKETING IN 2018



3. Make Your Blog Generate Leads

Did you know your blog can generate leads too? If you’ve read this far, then you’ve already seen 
that you should be blogging regularly about your customer and their interests. Some company 
news is fine on occasion too. The one thing you should absolutely never do on your blog is try to 
sell. Selling on a blog, which is supposed to be free ideas and guidance for your customer base, is 
a major way to damage your authenticity.

So, if you’re not supposed to sell in your blog, how does it fit into a prospect to customer 
marketing cycle? By adding value to articles to generate new leads. A customer who has spent 
the time to read your blog post will feel like you have already given them something great. Offer 
to give them more to keep them excited. Add a PDF download link for the article, or a free bonus. 
Position this as giving them more and more. Once they have clicked and commit to wanting that 
bonus, then it’s OK to ask for one thing: their contact information so you can send them what 
they asked for. From here, you will be able to send them direct marketing messages and even 
more ideas of value. In most cases, they will welcome such information.

4. Use Email Marketing to Drive Growth

The best way to grow engagement over time and stay front-of-mind is your email list. You can 
use that list to send offers to those prospects and customers who have opted in to receiving your 
messaging. That means they have seen value from you in the past, and they want to continue to 
receive the offers you are sending. It all goes back to the idea that if you provide value in your 
content rather than directly sell, people will want to receive your messages.

In email marketing you should send tailored offers and promotional messages as part of the mix. 
As for the rest? Get more mileage out of your blog by posting portions of current and past 
articles. Write open letters. Ask for feedback. Preview new specials and offerings to create 
exclusivity. There are a lot of ways you can get prospects excited in your emails, and occasionally 
work in sales messages to get results.

5. Automate

Automating basic communications creates consistency for onboarding new clients and reduces 
the work you have to do. If you find you’re always writing the same welcome email, or sending 
the same case studies, create short automated systems to deliver messaging without any extra 
effort on the part of you or a member of your staff. Once they’ve received messaging, you can be 
notified when you need to contact a person directly as part of your engagement strategy.

I always recommend automating the Initial engagement with a new email list signup. In that way, 
you are able to strategically plan the first 3-5 introduction emails to show your value the way 
your customer base needs, and the same way every time. Say hello, tell your customer stories 
and show your value each and every time in a repeatable, automatic way.

PLAN FOR A GREAT 2018
Starting to get some great ideas to grow your business through these digital marketing 
techniques? I’m passionate about great brands and great web marketing. If you’re planning a 
shift this year and would like some advice, I offer a free call to have a conversation and try to 
help you think about ways to get the most out your plans. Send my team an email at 
info@satellitesix.com with the subject line 2018 Strategy and we will set up a time to connect 
with me or a member of my team and provide you with even more ideas for your specific 
business and industry situation. Best of luck to you in achieving your business goals in 2018!
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